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  The Tata Group’s consummation of its acquisition of Air India last week marks both the culmination of 

the airline’s return to its original founders after an almost seven-decade hiatus, as well as the start of an 

arduous long-haul flight for the loss-making, formerly state-owned flag carrier. The Tatas’ enthusiasm for 

winning back what was once the country’s iconic airline brand notwithstanding, the skies in which the industry 

operates have changed considerably. A look at the market share data from the domestic air passenger 

segment clearly shows that budget or low-cost flights now hold a dominant position, commanding about four-

fifths of the market. The Tata group’s full-service venture, Vistara, with no less a partner than Singapore 

Airlines on board, has struggled to establish a foothold and with Air India’s addition, the Tatas find themselves 

saddled with a bulk of their combined domestic market share of 23% (as of November) being in the less-in-

demand full-service segment. Nor is the group’s newly combined share from the low-cost segment, comprising 

Air Asia India’s 5.9% and the fractional share that Air India’s Air India Express has, significant enough at the 

moment to give it scale in the high-volume business. That the group is said to be considering consolidating Air 

India’s domestic low-cost services along with Air Asia India’s operations is a clear indication that the Tata 

bosses realise the need to optimise the varied aviation resources that are now in the group’s fold so as to 

enhance viability. 

 

On the international front too, Air India faces multiple challenges, not the least of which is the 

Government’s current pandemic-related curbs on commercial international flights. With foreign carriers 

restricted to limited capacity under the ‘Air Transport Bubbles’ arrangement, Air India too has found itself 

constrained in the number of overseas flights it can operate under the bilateral arrangements with counterpart 

countries. The Tatas, though, could use the current curtailment of overseas services as an opportunity to 

undertake a long overdue overhaul of Air India’s inflight experience. Also, with Vistara now operating to a few 

select overseas destinations, the Tatas will need to decide if they would want a younger in-house competitor 

to Air India once COVID-19 restrictions are lifted and normalcy restored as regards international flights. For the 

Tata group, the choices going forward will need to be strategic. With the domestic market set to see more 

churn with at least one new budget airline set to enter and other rivals struggling for capital, the group needs 

to decide whether it wants to add capacity to budget offerings or stay a predominantly full-service carrier at a 

time when the more lucrative business class travel has been hit. And with aviation fuel costs set to soar 

further, Air India will need to tap into all of the Tata group’s vaunted managerial expertise if it is to turn into a 

successful buy. 

 

 

 consummation (noun) – completion, 

accomplishment, achievement, attainment. 

 mark (verb) – indicate, represent, signify. 

 culmination (noun) – completion, finish, 

conclusion; crowning moment. 

 decade (noun) – a period of ten years. 

 hiatus (noun) – gap, break, interval, pause. 

 as well as (phrase) – and also, and in addition. 

 arduous (adjective) – difficult, taxing, onerous, 

laborious, back-breaking. 

 long haul (noun) – (long) journey, trip; long 

distance. 

 state-owned (adjective) – government-owned, 

state-run. 

 flag carrier (noun) – an airline that is registered 

in a particular state (country). 

 enthusiasm (noun) – eagerness, excitement, 

interest, passion, zeal. 

 win back (phrasal verb) – get back, recover. 

 iconic (adjective) – famous, well-known, 

exemplary, historic, classical. 

 notwithstanding (conjunction) – although, in 

spite of the fact that, despite the fact that, even 

though. 

 the skies (noun) – the atmosphere. 

 considerably (adverb) – greatly, much, very 

much, a lot. 

 hold (verb) – possess, have, own. 

 command (verb) – receive, get, gain, obtain, 

secure. 
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 full-service (adjective) – relating to a business 

that provides a complete range of services or 

amenities. 

 venture (noun) – business, enterprise, 

undertaking, project, undertaking, operation, 

activity. 

 no less (phrase) – giving special importance of 

person/thing mentioned. 

 on board (phrase) – onto a team. 

 foothold (noun) – grip, anchorage, purchase, 

support. 

 saddle (verb) – burden, hamper; inflict 

something on. 

 the bulk of (noun) – most, larger part, larger 

number. 

 fractional (adjective) – small (in amount). 

 scale (noun) – balance. 

 consolidate (verb) – combine, unite, merge, 

integrate, bring together. 

 along with (phrase) – together with. 

 optimise (verb) – make the most effective use of 

something. 

 varied (adjective) – diverse, differing, diversified, 

wide-ranging. 

 aviation (noun) – air transport. 

 the fold (noun) – group, company, community. 

 so as to do something (phrase) – in order to do 

something. 

 viability (noun) – ability, practicality, feasibility 

(to work successfully). 

 front (noun) – a particular 

organization/grouping/sector. 

 pandemic (noun) – the worldwide spread of a 

new disease; The illness spreads around the 

world and typically affects a large number of 

people across a wide area. 

 curb (noun) – control, restraint, check, 

restriction, limitation. 

 carrier (noun) – an aircraft carrier (a vehicle 

transports passengers or goods). 

 Air Transport Bubbles (noun) – “Transport 

Bubbles” or “Air Travel Arrangements” are 

temporary arrangements between two countries 

aimed at restarting commercial passenger 

services when regular international flights are 

suspended as a result of the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 find oneself (verb) – discover himself/herself/ 

itself to be in a particular situation. 

 constrain (verb) – restrict, limit, curb, check, 

restrain, regulate. 

 overseas (adverb) – relating to a foreign country. 

 bilateral (adjective) – involving two groups or 

countries. 

 counterpart (noun) – someone or something 

that has the same job or purpose as another; 

equivalent, equal, fellow. 

 curtailment (noun) – reduction, limitation, 

restriction, decrease, lessening. 

 undertake (verb) – begin, start; engage in, 

become involved in, embark on, launch into, 

attempt, try. 

 overdue (adjective) – pending, remaining, 

outstanding, delayed, belated. 

 overhaul (noun) – reorganization, restructuring, 

rearrangement. 

 inflight (adjective) – happening or given during 

an aircraft flight. 

 in-house (adjective) – internal, private, secret 

(an organisation). 

 normalcy (noun) – a normal condition; 

normality, regularity. 

 as regards (phrase) – concerning, with regard to, 

with respect to, with reference to. 

 going forward (phrase) – in the future. 

 strategic (adjective) – relating to achieving long-

term or overall goals. 

 churn (noun) – disorder/disorganization, 

confusion, disruption/chaos. 

 rival (noun) – competitor, opponent, contender. 

 predominantly (adverb) – mainly, mostly. 

 lucrative (adjective) – remunerative, profitable, 

profit-making, high-paying, rewarding. 

 hit (verb) – affect, damage badly. 

 soar (verb) – rise (quickly). 

 tap (verb) – make use of, put to use, use, utilize. 

 vaunted (adjective) – acclaimed, highly rated, 

admired. 

************************************************************************************** 

 

In legendary sporting careers, there comes a moment which perfectly encapsulates the champion’s 

relentless pursuit of transcendent brilliance. For Sachin Tendulkar it was reaching a hundred international 
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hundreds and for Kapil Dev it was getting to 432 Test match wickets to become the then highest wicket-taker. 

It spells consistency, across decades and geographies. On a balmy Sunday evening in Melbourne, it was the 

turn of Rafael Nadal to attain similar nirvana with a record 21st men’s singles Grand Slam title, passing Roger 

Federer and Novak Djokovic in the all-time tally. The 35-year-old is only the fourth man in history (after Roy 

Emerson, Rod Laver and Djokovic) to win all four Majors at least twice. Nadal was not best placed to achieve 

what he did. For much of the second half of 2021 he was in exile and a chronic foot injury had him considering 

retirement. In Australia, he was physically sub-prime and in the final against Daniil Medvedev — a 6’6” 
albatross, who barely five months ago felled Djokovic at the 2021 US Open with a blindingly devastating 

performance — he was on the cusp of defeat, down two sets and three break-points. But what came to the 

fore was Nadal’s greatest trait, the uncanny ability to thrive when barely allowed to live, culminating in what 

he called his “greatest comeback” and the “most unexpected achievement” of his already glittering career. 

 

The previous decade in Australia has been one of disappointment for the Spaniard, having lost four 

finals, including two from winning positions. A repeat seemed in the offing when deep in the fifth set he failed 

to serve out the match. But such was the rarefied heights he reached that he quickly left a bad service game 

behind, relaxed into the moment and earned another opportunity for a shot at history that he would not miss. 

There was a history-maker among women too as the classy Ashleigh Barty, a player with indigenous Australian 

heritage, won her maiden Major on home soil, a first for an Australian since 1978, and third overall after the 

2019 French Open and 2021 Wimbledon. Adept on grass and clay, courtesy her first-rate footwork and 

outstanding racquet skills, Barty seamlessly transitioned to the acrylic, adding some aggression while keeping 

her finesse and variety intact. Even in the crowded marketplace that global tennis is, there are no styles and 

personas quite like Nadal’s and Barty’s. It was apt that the event ended with rousing victories for the duo, 

despite the fog of Djokovic’s deportation saga that had settled pre-tournament. For Indians, Sania Mirza’s 

announcement of retirement at the end of the season will bring a tinge of sadness. But the year ahead will be 

another opportunity to relive and celebrate her stunning achievements and trailblazing legacy. 

 

 

 legendary (adjective) – famed, fabulous, storied, 

celebrated, outstanding. 

 encapsulate (verb) – to express the most 

important qualities of something very briefly and 

clearly; give a summary of, put in a nutshell, 

epitomize, recapitulate, summarize, sum up. 

 relentless (adjective) – constant, continuous, 

non-stop, unceasing. 

 pursuit (noun) – activity, quest, search for 

something. 

 transcendent (noun) – superior/supreme, 

paramount, incomparable. 

 brilliance (noun) – genius, prowess, skill, talent, 

ability, expertise.  

 spell (verb) – mean, signal, signify, point to; lead 

to, result in, bring about, cause. 

 consistency (noun) – constancy, stability, 

regularity. 

 decade (noun) – a period of ten years. 

 geography (noun) – region. 

 balmy (adjective) – mild, gentle, calm. 

 turn (noun) – opportunity, chance, time, 

attempt. 

 nirvana (noun) – ideal place, paradise, heaven, 

Eden, bliss. 

 Grand Slam (noun) – it is also referred to as 

majors, are the world’s four most important 

annual tennis events. The Grand Slam consists of 

the Australian Open in Melbourne, French Open 

in Paris, Wimbledon in London, and the U.S Open 

in New York. 

 Golden Slam (noun) – (In Tennis) the attainment 

of a player winning all four Grand Slams and an 

Olympic Gold in a single calendar year. 

 Calendar Grand Slam (noun) – (In Tennis) a 

calendar Grand Slam is achieved when a player 

wins four consecutive Grand Slam events in the 

same calendar year. 

 pass (verb) – overtake, go past, get ahead of. 

 tally (noun) – total, count.  

 exile (noun) – banishment, expulsion, removal, 

eviction. 
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 chronic (adjective) – constant, continuing, 

unending, persistent, long-lasting. 

 sub-prime (adjective) – suboptimal; of less than 

the highest standard/quality. 

 albatross (noun) – (literally) a very large white 

seabird; (figuratively) an annoying burden; a 

source of frustration. 

 fell (verb) – defeat, knock down, bring down, 

topple. 

 blindingly (adverb) – extremely, intensely. 

 devastating (adjective) – destructive, ruinous, 

disastrous. 

 on the cusp of (phrase) – a point where 

something will change from one state to 

another.  

 to the fore (phrase) – predominant, most 

important, dominant, major/main (position). 

 trait (noun) – characteristic, attribute, feature, 

quality. 

 uncanny (adjective) – mysterious, strange, 

unnatural, abnormal, weird, bizarre. 

 ability (noun) – talent, skill, expertise. 

 thrive (on) (phrasal verb) – flourish, grow 

vigorously, develop well, burgeon, do well, 

advance, make strides, succeed. 

 culminate (verb) – come to an end with, finish 

with, conclude with, terminate with, lead up to. 

 comeback (noun) – resurgence, recovery, return, 

revival, rebound. 

 glittering (adjective) – shining, sparkling, 

glimmering, flashing. 

 Spaniard (noun) – A native of Spain. 

 seem (verb) – appear, look like. 

 in the offing (phrase) – coming soon, likely to 

happen, on the way, forthcoming. 

 serve out (phrasal verb) – to complete, finish, 

end. 

 rarefied (adjective) – very high, elevated, lofty, 

exclusive. 

 height (noun) – pinnacle, peak, crowning 

moment. 

 leave behind (phrasal verb) – forget. 

 shot (noun) – attempt, try, effort, chance, 

opportunity. 

 classy (adjective) – stylish, high-class, superior, 

exclusive, elegant. 

 indigenous (adjective) – native, original, 

aboriginal, ancient, primeval. 

 heritage (noun) – tradition, history, background, 

past, culture. 

 maiden (adjective) – first. 

 adept (adjective) – expert, proficient, 

accomplished, skilful, talented. 

 courtesy (of) (phrase) – thanks to, as a result of. 

 first-rate (adjective) – top quality, high quality, 

excellent, very well. 

 footwork (noun) – Footwork (movement of 

one’s feet) is the first part of a tennis player’s 

game. Good footwork allows a player to cover 

more court, strike the ball earlier and can add 

power while shot-making. 

 racquet (noun) – tennis bat. 

 seamlessly (adverb) – effortlessly. 

 transition (verb) – change, adapt. 

 acrylic (noun) – (in tennis) synthetic fibre (court); 

hard court. 

 aggression (noun) – confidence, self-confidence, 

boldness, determination, forcefulness. 

 finesse (noun) – skill, expertise, knack, 

adeptness, mastery. 

 intact (adjective) – undamaged, unspoiled, 

unimpaired, untouched. 

 persona (noun) – public face, character, 

personality. 

 apt (adjective) – suitable, fitting, appropriate, 

befitting, relevant. 

 rousing (adjective) – inspiring, exciting, 

stimulating, moving, electrifying. 

 duo (noun) – a pair of people. 

 fog (noun) – a state of confusion; a state of 

disorientation. 

 deportation (noun) – expulsion, banishment, 

exile. 

 saga (noun) – chain of events, lengthy 

explanation/statement, lengthy story. 

 tinge (noun) – bit, element, trace. 

 stunning (adjective) – remarkable, extraordinary, 

outstanding. 

 trailblazing (adjective) – innovative, pioneering, 

path-finding. 

 legacy (noun) – effect, footprint; something 

received from a predecessor or from the past. 
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